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SECTION - I

All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

1. Write down the equations for a rotation of axes through an angle 
f,.

2. Show that the equalion 17 x2 -12xy +8y2 + 46x -28y +'17 = 0 represents an ellipse.

3. A particle moves with a velocity of v(t)=sint along an s-axis. Find the distance

traveled by a particle during the time interval o <t <r12.

4. Suppose that the velocity function of a particle moving along a coordinate line is

v(t)4t3 +2. Find the average velocity of the particle over the time interval

lst<4.

5. Evaluate t I r arae .
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6. Find the general solution of the differential equation 
#+2y=6e,.

7. Solve (D, -D-2)y =O where D is the differential operator.

8. Find the particular integral of (D -,t)'y =12", .

9. State the condition for the existence of solution of a system of linear equations.

10. State Cramer's rule.

sEcroN-, 
(10 x 1= 10 Marks)

Answer any eight questions from among the questions 11 lo 22. These questions
carry 2 mark each.

'1 1. Find the equation of the hyperbola with foci (5, 2) (-3, 2) and eccentricity 2.

12. Find the equation of the normal to the ettipse {r$=r at the point (x,, y,) on it.a' D'

13. Find the area of the region enclosed by the curves x, = y and x = y -2.
'14. Find the volume of the solid generated when the region between the graphs of

the equations f1r)=l+x' and 9(x)=x over the inteNal [0,2j is resolved about'2
the x -axis.

15. Evaluate t[*xy'ae where R is the region enclosed by y=t, y=2, x=O and

16. Use double integral in polar coordinates to find the area of the region enclosed
by the cardioid r =1-cos0 .

17. Solve (x'2 y2px -xydy=0.

18. Solve dy *ycosx+siny+y -r-dx sinx + x cosy r x

19. Solve f' +16y =sss4y .
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20. Find the rank of the matrix
4l
2 by using elementary row operations.
2)

Prove that if 2 is an eigen value of the matrix21. Let

22. Find the characteristic equation of the matrix
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(8x2=16Marks)
sEcTtoN - ilt

Answer any six questions from among the questions 23 to 3't. These questions carry
4 marks each.

23. Show that the equation 8)(' - 4xy -16x -14y +17 =0 is an ellipse whose major axis

and minor axie lie along the lines y-2x+1=0 and 2x+4y-'11=0 and whose

eccentricity is l:.

24. Obtain the equation of a tectangular hyperbola referred to ils asymptotes as axes
of coordinates.

25. Find the exact arc length of the curve x=acos3/ and y=asin3l.

26. change into polar coordinales and evaluate iiL!4+tot' x' + Y'

27. Solve (r'zy'\fl=y .

28. Find the orthogonal trajectories of the curve y =cx'?

29. Solve V' -3y' +2y = x2e2' .
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30. For what values of a and b, the system of equations

x+ y+22 =2
2x-y+32=10
5x-y+az=b
has finite number of solutions.

[3 111
31. Find all the ergen values ofthe matrix 2 4 21.

[r r e]

(b) Solve x'Y" -xY'+ Y =logsa .

f1 o -1r
35. Diagonalize the matrix A- 1 2 1j'.- 

l2 2 3l

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION - IV

Answer any two questions from among the questions 32 to 35. These questions carry
15 marks each.

32. (a) Find the equation of the hyperbola passing through the point (1, -1) and
having the lines x+2y+3=0 and 3x+4y+5=0 for asymptotes.

(b) Determine the equation of lhe curve 4x2 -1[xy+6y2 =o when the axes are

rotated through the acute angle whose tangent is I .

3

33. (a) Find the area of the surface that is generated by revolving the portion of the
cuNe y=7x between x=0 and x=1 about the x-axis.

(b) Find the area of the plane region .enclosed by the curve y'=9 x and

f2 =9-9x '

34. (a) A moving body is opposed by a force per unit mass of value cx and
resistance per unit mass of value bv'z, when x and v are the displacement
and velocity of the particle at that instant. Show that the velocity of the

particle, if it starts from rest, is given Oy v" =f;( "-'*)-+

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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